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EFFECTS OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON T.HE SPEED AND ATTENUATION OF ELASTIC

WAVES: FORMAL THEORY AND SIMPLE APPROXIMATIONS

J. E. Gubernatis, and E. Domany

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
University of California, Los Alamos, h~l 87545 USA and
Department of Electronics, Weizmann Institute of Science,
Rehovot, Israel

INTRODUCTION

The sensitivity of the propagation of an elastic wave to
changes in the microstructural details of a material is well
known. 1 IU particular, fiumerous experiments have shown that the
attenuation of the wave is sensitive Lo the iriclusions, voids,
cracks, grain boundaries, twin boundaries. interphase boundaries,
magnetic domain walls, dislocations, substitutional impurities of
a material. For attenuation studies in metals , ceramics and poly-
crystals, three formulas, each for different wavelength regimes,
are generally used in the quantitative interpretation of experi-
mental results. 1-3 If A is the wavelength of the elastic wave
and <D> is the average grain diameter, then in the Rayleigh regime

(A >> D), u= A,<D>3A4, “J,n the stochastic regime (As D), u =
2

A <D>A , and in’the diffusive regime (A<<D), a = A /<J)>-l. fly
‘1f?tting the data to these formulas, one tries to 1 fer <D>.

In practice, however, these formulas prove to be only [;emi-
quantitative since Lhc measurements ~eldom exhibit the indicated
power law behavioro for A. 3 Add~tional.Ly, they arc not the only
[ormulafi used, For example, in the Rtiyleigh regime, relntions

such a~ a = ~ <D3>A4 and ~
1

= Al<D6>A4/<D3> are also tised. Since
2n<Dn> # <D>n and since ULJUUl]y <D >/<DnJ ~> c~n>, a Vfiriety Of

qllantitutivc predictions on the tiame data arc poH~lble.

Recently, thrrr have been several uLLcmpls aL a more unified
t.hrory of the aLtrnuntiun and it~ rrlaLion t.o mirroNLrurlurc sLa-
tisLicB.4’!i The work with a rlcnr npplicnbi]ity to rlntit.ir wnve



propagation is that by Evans et al.4 who assume the ~ttenuaticn
equals nu where n is the density of scatterers and a is the total
cross section of a scatterer averaged over the distribution of
scatterers. Using the experimentally determined grain distribu-
tion, they obtained good agreement between theory and experiment.

In this paper, we also discuss a unified theory. But in con-
trast to nearly all previous treatments we follow a first prin-
ciples approach , using developments from other multiple scattering
problems and adapting them to the elastic wave case. We then
present several simple, standard approximations. In the process
we will clarify the validity of the cummonly made assumption that
a = no, and will. also compute the effective speed, illustratir,g
its complementary character to the attenuation. Our principal
objective is to present the formal analysis necessary to treat
systematically the dependency of the wave propagation on micro-
structural statistics.

FORMAL ASPECTS

The displacement field u.(~) associated with propagation of
han ela~tic+wave through an in omogeneous ~aterial, described by a

density
equa:ion~(f) apd elastic Stiffness C

ijkl(r), obeys the integral
#

(1)

in which all the details about the inhomogeneity are contained in

Vij(;) = bp(:)w%j + ~;-. 6cikjg(;) ~+ (2)
k t

The fields 6p(;) and 6C ijkg(;) arc clcfined relative to Ilomogeneous

fields p“ and Co.
qkg’

bp(;) = p(;) - p“



(3)

and

c“ 20
ijld ‘;k,lj

+ p% g im+a 6(;-;’) = o
i.m (4)

We take C?. to be isotropic and defined by the Lam; prameters
lJ kQ

AO and p“. Also

u; = 3 ei~o”; = ~ eikoko;
i i

where $. is a unit vector
dinal (~hear) waves. For

1
%~j =

[

6iJ p:

Lnf)%uz

where

a2 = (A” + ~~)/pO
o

F: = I.J”/P”

and k equals fY
! ‘or$o) ‘Or.lOnE:!u-an un ounded is~troplc material,

It is convenient to rewrite (3) as

L;j(~O) U? = O
J

(6a)

(6b)

(7)

wi Lh

L;j(t) z (AO+pO)kikj + (p0k2-p0w2)6, ,
lJ

(8)

The basic problem i~ to find <u,(~)> from (1), Norr sperifi.-



i

.

[
L;j L. 1+Kij (k) <Uj> = O (9)

In general K..(k) will be a complex number whose real part is
related to t~~ sh.ft in phase velocity of the incident wave and
whose imaginary part is related to the attenuation.

For compactness in the development of o~i formal analysls,
we rewrite (1), (4) and (7) in an operator notation

LOuO = O

LOgO+I=O

u = U“ - g“vu

Ther,, by use of the scattering operator T defined by

TuO=vu (lo)

we rewrit~ (1) as

u = UO + gOTuO (11)

so the average field is simply given by

<u> = u“ + gO<T>uO

But from this equation it follows that

o
u = (l-g°CT>)-*<u> (12)

Therefore, we can write an integral equation for <u>

<u> = u“ + g°KCu> (13a)

where

K= <~>(I+gO<T>)-] (13b)

Oprrn~;nR with Lo on both ~ides cl” (13u) rerlucvs it to t.hr dc~irrd
f_Orm; ntimcly,

I

I
I



(13C)(Lr’ + K)<U> = 0

Since (3b) can be rewritten as

<T> = K(I-g°K)-l

we note that for a k satisfying I-g°K(k) = O the <T> matrix has
a pole, and, at the same time, (13c) is satisfied. Thus finding
a lcorn~lex)”k
equivalent to

With the

P

. .
value for which (13c) has a plane wave solution is
locating a pole of <T>.

re-introduction of subscripts and arguments, (7) is

- ad

If <ui> is longitudinal (; = fii), this equation is equivalent
to

i

k2 = CY2+ (A0+2p0)-lKii (k)kiki (14a)
o .

If <u.> is transverse (~. = Ri and iiki = O), then the equation is
equiv~lent to

1

k’ = ~~ + (PO)-lKij(I*)~i ~j (14b)

Hence, the basic problem can now be stated as revaluating the func-
tion Kij(k) and solving (14) for k.

Evaluating K..(k) is easier said than done. Finding suitable
approximations tol~, . is a more proper statement ~f the task at
hand, A convellient~Jsyst~ma:ic way 10 approxi.m~te K. , is to expand
the power series in (13). Before doing so, we firstl$ewrite T in
the standard mu].tiple scattering formg

a
w}crc t is the scattrrillg operator for an individual scatterer
(a grain, void, etc.). Then by inscrling T into (13) and expanding
the power series, wc find that



K= ~(l) + K(2) +K(3) + ..6 (15)

#
(16a)

(16b)

K(3)=<~ & ~ t%”tpgoty>- ‘p p Ji”+go’zt“’ (16C)
u

- ,~ta>g%~~ tagotp’+‘m’g”’Da’go’zta’
a a a

etc.

These expressions have the feature of establishing a hierarchy
for the statistical information required
For example, the evaluation of the third
three statistical correlation functions,

SIMPLE APPROXIMATIONS

The simplest approximation is

to evalu;te the series.
term requires the first
but net the fourth.

(17)

Regarding a as statistical variable, we write

K=
J

da P(a)t(a) ~ n~

where P(rf) is the probability of finding a scatterer with the
properties clmoted by a (grain size, shape, orientation, etc.).
The basic equation to be solved becomes

kz = (I2o + (A”+2po)-ln~ ij(k)kikj (18a)

or



(18b)

The single-site scattering operator bears a simple relation
to the scattered amplitude. To establish it, one starts with (10)

#+ +
lko”r

tij(l)~je =Vij(;)uj(;)

-il*Z
multiplies both sides by ~ie and then integrates both sides
over all space to find

If i = ki, then6’7
i

Gikjtij(k) =&A(k)
c12

o

where A(k) is the longitlldinal, forward scattered amplitude. If
i = ki and kiki = 0, then

i
2

~ j tij(l~) = % B(k)R, R

P.

where B(k) is transverse, forward scattered amplitude. Hence,
(16) reduces to

.——

k2 = CY2~ + 4nti(k; (19a)

and

k2 = 13~ + 4nnE(k) (19b)

For compactness we will replace these two equations by



k’ = k: + 4nn~(k) (20)

?n the context of multiple scattering of scalar waves, the approxi-
m~~i~n embodied in (20) was first FrOpOSed by FoldylO; later,
Laxll named it the quasi-crystalline approximation. From (16)
and (17) one sees that the approximation clearly neglects corre-
lations among the individual scatterer. This approximation has
been used by various investigators in elastodynamic effective
medium problems.12 Fecently, attempts to go beyond this approxi-
mation have been made, but have been restricted to the Rayleigh
regime. 13-15

Often the solution to this equatioc is approximated by

k2 = k: + 4nn~(k”) (21)

and even further approximated by

.k.~*+-k. (22)
0 0

By use of the optical theorem

~=wd

o

From the imaginary part of k, the attenuation of power becomes

a = 21m{k] = n; (23)

Thus, we see that the validity of (23) requires small correla-
tions among the scatterers (to justify (17)) and

4rn111 << k—..—
k 0

0
(24)

(tljustify (22). Si~ce Ifl > [m{~) ~ O, we can re-in~erpret (25)
as

a<<k (26)
o

i.e., the attenuation over a wavelength is small.



CALCULATIONS ANU CONCLUSIONS

We have solved (20) and (21) for the effective phase velocity
and attenuation for an inhomogeneous material modelled by randomly
positioned spherical pores in stainless steel as a function of
k a and the porosity, c. In Fip. 1 the results are shown for
(~1) as a function of 5 evenly d~stributed values of c betw=en
.01 and .05. The attenuation, when divided by k c, is seen to
be a Dearly universal function of k a: beyond k“a = 1, the
curves coincide, and below k a = l,”the curves n~arly coincide
as they exhibit only slight displacements from one another.
The sensitivity of the phase velocity to c and koa is restricted
to k a c 3 and is very weak. As seen in Fig. 2, solving the
more”rigorous approximation (20) produces nearly the same results,
the principal difference being a small increase in the displacement
of the attenuation curves for koa < 1. The coincidence of the
curves for k a > 1 remains, and the curves for practical purposes
art? idei.ticay to these obtained by solving (21). Solutions of
(20) and (21) for k a up to 10 and c up to 0.25 exhibit the same
features as just de$!cribed. For high c, the minimum in phase
velocity around k a = .5 is more pronounced.

~;~i~~t~l$hase $elo

The existence of a
city is consistent with the results of Sayers

.

Next, we examined ~he sensitivity of these features by fixing
the porosity, c = 4n <a >N/3V, but varying the radii according to
a distribution law. For the distribution law we chose the log-
normal function,

which has a characteristic length, ~, and has its width and skew-
ness controlled by 6, As shown in Fig. 3, for small 6 the dis-
tribution is sharply peaked and nearly symmetrical about ~/a = 1,
but for large 6 the peak moves to smaller values of ~/a and becomes
very unsymmetrical about the peak values. For this distributed
radii model we only solved (21), the less rigorous result. The
results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for c = 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05.
In Fig. 4, 6 = .01, which is a sharply-peaked distribution about
~ ❑ a; hence, as one would expect, the results are identical to
Fig. 1. when~= . 1, modest variation about ~ = a occur, but as
shown in Fig. 5, the previously discussed general features are
unalLered. In fact, the only mentionable difference between
Figs. 1, 4, and 5 is a slight displacement downward (~ 5%) of
the large koa tail in the attenuation curve of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 1 The prediction of (21) for the relative phase velocity
and scaled attenuation (dashed curves) for spherical
pores of identical radius as a function of koa and c.
The pore radius is a; the porosity ia c; and the wave-
number of the host is k . The porosity varies from
0.01 to 0.05 in steps 0! 0.01.
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Fig. 2 The predictions of (20) for the relative phase velocity
and sealed attenuation (dashed curves) for spherical
pores of identical radius as a function of k a and
c. The pore radius is a; the porosity is c;”and the
wavenumber of the host is k . The p~rosity varies
from 0.01 to 0.05 in steps ~f 0.01.
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From the calculations completed to-date, all based on the
independent scatterer approximation, there appear to be three
baaic conclusions: the attenuation, when appropriately scaled,
exhibits a nearly universal behavior; the phase velocity is less
sensitive then the attenuation to variations of k s and c; and
both v and u are insensitive to modest variation~”in pore radius.
The nearly universal behavior exhibited by the at.:enuatioll suggests
a simple procedure for estimating the averag~lpore size and poro-

~f
si y: If a/k is plotted as a function of k , the value of

at which ~he curve peaks is the average ~ize and the inverse
o? proportionality constant between the experimental curve and
the universal curve is the porosity. Of course, this procedure
is valid only when the independent scatterer approximation is
valid, In addition, the sensitivity of the “universal” features
to larger variation in pore radius needs investigation.
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